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Abstract Extensive outcrops of serpentinized peridotite in melt‐starved spreading corridors of the
ultraslow easternmost Southwest Indian Ridge are hypothesized to be due to slip on successive
long‐offset normal faults that alternate polarity (flip‐flop detachment faults). We investigate the nature of
the oceanic crust which forms under these conditions, using seismic reflection data acquired during the
SISMOSMOOTH 2014 cruise. Using 3‐D binning, the seismic profiles were binned elastically, while three of
the profiles shot closely were merged into one to take advantage of the larger air gun source volume.
Using a poststack imaging sequence, we observe several types of reflectors at crustal and infracrustal depths,
in the axial valley and off‐axis. Correlating our seismic observations with Residual Mantle Bouguer
gravity anomalies and seafloor observations, we find that our results are explicable in the framework of the
flip‐flop hypothesis of detachment faulting. Reflectors imaged down to 5 km into the basement and
interpreted as due to damaged zones outlining the detachment faults dip 50° at the early stages, while at late
stages after developing offsets >10 km, they dip 25°. Other reflectors observed in the crust are interpreted
as moderate offset (<200 m) normal faults accommodating deformation and alteration in the hanging wall
and channeling the sparse melt to the seafloor. We interpret these and other observed seismic reflectors
in the frame of a two‐phase evolutionary sequence over the lifetime of two successive flip‐flop detachment
faults: exhumation, footwall flexure, damage, serpentinization, and incipient magmatism in the footwall
of one detachment fault; followed by further tectonic damage, alteration, and incipient magmatism in the
hanging wall of the next detachment fault.

1. Introduction

Outcrops of altered mantle‐derived peridotites on the seafloor of slow‐spreading ridges are attributed to
exhumation in the footwall of long‐offset normal faults (also called detachment faults) which is now known
to be a unique mode of seafloor spreading (Cann et al., 1997; Cannat, 1993; Dick et al., 2008; Escartín et al.,
2008; Karson &Dick, 1983). Oceanic core complexes (OCCs), that is, domal‐shaped structural features, inter-
preted as the exhumed footwall of detachment faults are common indicators on bathymetric maps of melt‐
poor sections of slow‐spreading ridges (Cann et al., 1997; Smith et al., 2006). The exposed surfaces of most
OCCs mapped in the Mid‐Atlantic Ridge (MAR), and in magmatically active regions at the slower spreading
Southwest Indian Ridge (SWIR) are characterized by spreading‐parallel corrugations (Cann et al., 1997), in
contrast to some of the OCCs observed at nearly amagmatic corridors of the SWIR (Cannat et al., 2006;
Sauter et al., 2013). The distribution of seismicity indicates that detachment faults are concave‐downward
(deMartin et al., 2007; Parnell‐Turner et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2013) and geological evidence (MacLeod et al.,
2002, 2009; Smith et al., 2006) and paleomagnetic observations on re‐oriented core samples (Garces &
Gee, 2007; Morris et al., 2009) confirm flexural rollback of up to 70° of the footwall of corrugated MAR
detachment faults. Seafloor sampling and drill‐cores targeted at corrugated OCCs in the MAR such as the
Kane OCC and Atlantis Massif, recovered serpentinized peridotites and 30–40% gabbros and basalts
(Blackman et al., 2002; Dick et al., 2008). Sampling of the seafloor at the noncorrugated SWIR OCCs, by con-
trast, has yielded 90% serpentinized peridotites (Sauter et al., 2013). Closely related to detachment faulting at
melt‐poor sections of slow‐spreading mid‐ocean ridges is serpentinization of exhumed rocks (hydration of
mantle minerals, especially olivine, to serpentine). This process occurs at temperatures <400°C (Fruh‐
Green et al., 2004) and is probably facilitated by fractures associated with the detachment faults
(Andreani et al., 2007; Cannat et al., 2010; Roumejon & Cannat, 2014). Sampling and geological
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observations are, however, restricted to near the exhumed detachment fault surfaces, and the extent of ser-
pentinization on a crustal scale is therefore not well constrained from direct geological observations. The
same is true for the depth distribution and abundance of magmatic rocks that form intrusions into the ultra-
mafic basement (Cannat, 1993), and for the distribution and geometry of faults. Geophysical techniques are
therefore key to address these questions and get a better understanding of the tectonic and magmatic pro-
cesses that shape slow and ultraslow spreading oceanic lithosphere.

Seismic tomography studies in domains of the MAR, where corrugated OCCs have been mapped, indicate a
thin crust (≤5 km), for example, Canales et al. (2008), Dunn et al. (2017), Xu et al. (2009); and elevated
RMBA (Cannat et al., 1995), which suggests that the melt supply is moderate. Compressional wave tomogra-
phy velocity models in melt‐poor domains of the SWIR indicate that even though the melt supply is low, the
geophysical crustal thickness is non‐zero (Momoh et al., 2017; Muller et al., 1997), suggesting that crustal‐
type seismic velocities result from extensive tectonic damage and hydrothermal alteration of the exhumed
ultramafic rocks and intruding gabbros.

While seismic tomography provides insight into the velocity structure in these moderate to nearly zero‐melt
areas, the seismic reflectivity structure of OCC‐type oceanic lithosphere is not well known. A natural labora-
tory where tectonically dominated accretion in OCC‐type oceanic lithosphere can be investigated is the
melt‐poor domain near the easternmost SWIR (64°E of longitude), where seismic reflection and refraction
data have been acquired (Leroy et al., 2015).

The Southwest Indian Ridge forms the plate boundary between Africa and Antarctica plates. It has a full
spreading rate of 14 mm/year (Patriat & Segoun, 1988). It is classified, along with the Gakkel Ridge in the
Arctic, as an ultraslow spreading ridge (Dick et al., 2003). The easternmost portion of the Southwest
Indian Ridge, east of the Melville Fracture Zone (60°E of longitude) between 61°E and 65°E of longitude,
and 27°S and 28°S of latitude, represents an end‐member of the global mid‐ocean ridge system documented
in terms of low regional melt supply on average. The low melt supply is inferred from large regional ridge
depths, positive gravity anomalies, sodium content of basalts, and thinner than average seismic crust
(Cannat et al., 1999, 2008; Minshull et al., 2006; Muller et al., 1999).

The 64°E nearly amagmatic corridor has been extensively studied by dredging, bathymetric and sidescan
sonar surveys (Sauter et al., 2013), seismic reflection and refraction (Momoh et al., 2017; and this study),
and a recent Remotely Operated Vehicle exploration cruise (Cannat et al., 2017). The seafloor bathymetry
map in our study area (Figure 1) shows the nearly amagmatic corridor (“smooth seafloor”), which is cen-
tered around 64°36′E. This smooth seafloor corridor forms a spreading domain 50 to 100 km wide in the
along‐axis direction, between the two adjacent magmatically more robust ridge sections with focused axial
magmatism (Cannat et al., 2006). Nearly amagmatic seafloor there forms broad ridges (500 to 1,000 m high)
that have been interpreted as OCCs formed by successive asymmetric rolling‐hinge axial detachment faults
which continuously flip polarity (hence referred to as flip‐flop detachment faulting; Reston & McDermott,
2011) over the past 8 Mya (Sauter et al., 2013).

The exposed part of the proposed flip‐flop detachment fault system (Sauter et al., 2013) is partitioned
(Figure 1) into an emergence (where the fault intersects the seafloor; picked at the base of the outward facing
slopes of each ridge), and a breakaway (where the fault initiated, cutting into the footwall of the previous
detachment fault; picked at the apex of inward‐facing slopes of each ridge). Seafloor geology indicates that
sparse volcanism at the seafloor is spatially associated with faults, and that increased magmatism may con-
tribute to terminating activity on a detachment fault (Sauter et al., 2013). Domains of volcanic seafloor in this
smooth seafloor corridor have been shown to be patches of lava and volcanic edifices emplaced directly on
the ultramafic seafloor (Sauter et al., 2013). While surface evidence and geological sampling at the eastern-
most Southwest Indian Ridge allude to features not replicated in other mid‐ocean ridge settings of low regio-
nal melt supply, little is known of the internal structure of the subseafloor.

Momoh et al. (2017) analyzed seismic reflection data from a narrow 3‐D box shot in the axial valley of a melt‐
poor SWIR domain near 64°E of longitude (3‐D box outline shown in Figure 1 and identified reflectors dip-
ping 45–55° down to 5 km below the seafloor (the resolution limit for the seismic experiment) beneath the
trace of the emergence of the presently active axial detachment fault, and interpreted them as due to tectonic
damage in the basement. In the hanging wall next to this damage zone, the seismic crust (defined by the
compressional wave velocity model <7.5 km/s) is thicker (5 km) than further away from it (4 km). This
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Figure 1. Bathymetric map of our study area with the traces of the emergence and breakaway of successive detachment
faults (Cannat et al., 2019). Plate separation is approximately north‐south (indicated by the white arrows). The darkened
area indicates the preponderance of ultramafic rocks (“smooth seafloor”), otherwise the seafloor is volcanic. The
boundaries between volcanic and smooth seafloor are constrained by the interpretation of acoustic backscatter image,
Residual Mantle Bouguer Gravity Anomaly (RMBA) and the sample types recovered from dredges (Cannat et al., 2006;
Sauter et al., 2013). The active detachment fault emergence is shown in purple at the base of the high relief (2 km high)
OCC centered at 27°51′S of latitude and 64°36′E of longitude and dips south under the Antarctic plate. The exhumed and
eroded portion of the fault system is designated by D1 (corresponding to the extent defined by the surface emergence
[indicated by thick tick lines] and the breakaway [thin tick lines] of detachment fault 1). The breakaway of each fault
represents the part where the fault initially broke the seafloor before exhumation, interpreted at the apex of each broad
ridge. The other colored lines and associated labels indicate traces of the emergence and breakaway of inactive detachment
faults with increasing age (corresponding to detachment faults D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, and D7, respectively). The seismic
shot profiles are shown by white lines with their respective names, while the 3‐D box (Momoh et al., 2017) is indicated in
red rectangle. Other seismic shot profiles acquired during the expedition are indicated by dashed lines. The ocean bottom
seismometers deployed are shown in white circles, while the red circles indicate the available tomography velocity
model for this area. The inset shows the location of the study area (red star) in the Southwest Indian Ridge (SWIR). RTJ is
the Rodrigues Triple Junction where the Southwest Indian Ridge (SWIR), Southeast Indian Ridge and Central Indian
Ridge intersect.
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crust has been described as a downward gradient of serpentinization with tectonic damage and small mag-
matic intrusions (Momoh et al., 2017). Several dipping and subhorizontal reflectors were also imaged in the
crustal portion of the hanging wall of the active detachment fault and shallow mantle of the axial valley
region and interpreted as minor offset faults and magmatic rocks trapped in the ultramafic basement
(Momoh et al., 2017).

In the study presented here, we analyze additional and longer 2‐D seismic reflection profiles acquired during
the same cruise (SISMOSMOOTH 2014), extending up to 70 km across‐axis and 19 km along axis
(Leroy et al., 2015). Based on these data, we address questions related to the along‐axis structure of the active
detachment fault, the distribution of seismic reflectors in the hanging wall of this active detachment
fault, and the seismic reflectivity structure of older detachment fault systems. We discuss a conceptual model
of the accretion of ultraslow spreading and melt‐poor oceanic lithosphere that unifies our seismic
reflection observations.

2. Data Acquisition and Processing
2.1. Data Acquisition

The seismic reflection data utilized in this study were acquired during the SISMOSMOOTH 2014 expedition
aboard the French Research Vessel Marion Dufresne (Leroy et al., 2015). The data were shot with an airgun
array with a combined volume of 42 L shooting every 50m and recorded with 360 hydrophones along a strea-
mer 4,500 m long. Of the seismic reflection profiles acquired during the SISMOSMOOTH cruise, nine are
reported in this paper (Figure 1), three of which were shot with a larger air gun array volume (111 L) with
a shot spacing of 150 m during the ocean bottom seismometers profile shooting (Momoh et al., 2017). These
three profiles were merged to increase the spatial sampling and take advantage of the increased
source volume.

The profiles (shown in Figure 1) sample domains with ages up to 6 Mya (Cannat et al., 2006). Across‐axis
profiles SMOO 2 and SMOO 5 (Figure 1) are positioned near the transition to more volcanic seafloor in
the west and east, respectively. Across‐axis profile SMOO 4 cuts through a large patch of volcanic seafloor
located south of the inferred breakaway of detachment fault 2 (D2; while D1 is the presently active south‐
dipping detachment fault). Along‐axis profile SMOO 8 cuts into seafloor about 3 Mya while along‐axis pro-
file SMOO 10 cuts into the present‐day axial domain. The details of the data acquisition are summarized in
Table 1.

On the streamer, 17 compasses were placed on birds 300 m apart, which recorded angular orientations that
were used to compute positions for the hydrophones. The angles were interpolated to 12.5 m (receiver group
spacing) by assuming a smooth variation between the angles. The latitude and longitude values from the glo-
bal positioning systems on the vessel were converted to local eastings and northings, which were used to
compute the eastings and northings for each receiver. In Table S1 in the supporting information, the coor-
dinates of the sources, receivers, and profile lengths are summarized for the individual seismic lines reported
in this paper.

2.2. Data Analysis

The profiles shot in the across‐axis direction were binned and the inline with the highest number of traces
were passed for processing. For SMOO 2, SMOO 3, SMOO 4 (shown in the supporting information) and
SMOO 5 (shot with the 42 L air gun volume), the common‐midpoint gathers are binned 100 m between
inlines, and 6.75 m between crosslines. For bins which are underfilled, traces are scanned at individual off-
sets across bins to compensate for missing traces (flexible binning) at those offsets in the bin under consid-
eration (Yilmaz, 2001). For the flexible binning in this instance, an allowance of 200 m between inlines was
made and 12.5 m between crosslines.

Traces further away from this maximum limit were not used during subsequent processing. This procedure
allows one to exclude extraneous data by assuming arbitrary straight line geometry and ignoring the impact
of feathering (Seher et al., 2010), or applying line projections (Nedimovic & West, 2003). Since the distance
between respective seismic profiles ranges between 2.5 and 5 km, there was no mixing of data from different
profiles, even though these lines were binned simultaneously, that is, there was no streamer feathering
up to 2.5 km.
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The three profiles which were shot in close proximity (SMOO 33, SMOO
38, and SMOO 39) were combined into a single profile. The streamer
was deployed at a depth of 22.5 m and shot with a 6,790 in3 (111 L) air
gun array volume with a shot interval of 150 m. The common midpoint
fold is 15, which is sub‐optimal for imaging. To take advantage of the lar-
ger source volume, the three seismic profiles were combined into 1 by 3‐D
binning. In setting up the quasi‐3‐D geometry, we binned 175 m in the
inline direction by 6.25 m in the crossline direction. This was extended
elastically to 350 and 12.5 m in the inline and crossline directions, respec-
tively. In Figure S1, we demonstrate the strategy for binning the three seis-
mic profiles and the fold for static and dynamic binning. After binning, we
observe that two inlines had optimum fold (of 45), we therefore extracted
one of the inlines and processed it as a 2‐D profile. We also extracted the

inline with the optimum fold for SMOO 2, SMOO 3, SMOO 4, and SMOO 5, even though these profiles were
respectively acquired along a single sail line. For quality control, we extract the individual inlines of the com-
bined lines SMOO 33, SMOO 38, and SMOO 39 to examine possible variations in the stacked images
(Figures S2a–S2c), respectively). Despite the differences in the shooting directions, the features observed
on the three profiles are similarly reproduced (the dipping reflector between crossline numbers 6,200–
7,000, and up to 7 s two‐way time (TWT), for instance).

The processing strategy for all the profiles is demonstrated using the combined line as example (hereafter
referred to by SMOO 33). The combination of three lines attempted to increase the fold by a factor of 3,
and therefore improve the signal‐to‐noise ratio by a factor of 1.73. A poststack processing sequence is
adopted here, and it is geared toward noise suppression, amplitude corrections, traveltime corrections,
and imaging. The amplitude corrections include spherical divergence correction and predictive deconvolu-
tion; travel‐time corrections include normal moveout and dip moveout corrections, which are the first‐two
steps in the imaging sequence.

We compared stacking using root‐mean‐squared velocities derived from the coincident tomography velocity
model and using the semblance‐based velocity analysis. The sparsity of seismic reflectors below the seafloor
provided insufficient constraints for the semblance‐based velocity analyses. Therefore, stacking velocities
were constrained on individual seismic profiles based on the tomography velocity model (where subseafloor
reflectors are absent) and on reflectors and features observed on neighboring profiles where reflectors are
observed. An example of a common midpoint supergather and stacking velocity is shown in Figure S3.
The far‐offset traces were zeroed before stacking midpoint gathers.

The dip moveout correction implemented here is in the f‐k domain where each time dip maps to a single
radial line (Deregowski & Rocca, 1981; Hale, 1984). Prior to transforming the dip moveout elliptical operator
to the f‐k domain, the time coordinate is transformed to a log of time (Bolondi et al., 1982; Cabrera & Levy,
1989). The seismic section in the common offset domain after normal moveout correction is transformed to a
log‐of‐time coordinate as well, which is equivalent to a simple stretching of the time axis. The sample rate in
the log‐stretch domain is 8 ms and this was adequate to insure for proper temporal sampling. The resulting
data are transformed to the f‐k domain where the data are multiplied by the DMO operator similarly trans-
formed. In this domain, the correction corresponds to a phase shift. The corrected‐data are transformed back
to the time‐domain where the time coordinate is unstretched by an inverse exponential law. The log‐stretch
dip moveout correction of Liner (1990) was adopted for the data presented here. The effect of the dip‐
moveout correction in our data is the reduction of the seafloor diffraction tails, which dominated the data
from the seafloor. This comparison is shown for stacked inline in the axial domain before DMO correction
(Figure 2a) and after DMO correction (Figure 2b).

Predictive deconvolution was used to reduce the short‐period multiples. We used an operator length of 400
ms and a predictive lag of 36ms (third zero‐crossing of the autocorrelogram). The noise suppression includes
trapezoidal band‐pass filtering, prestack (shot) dip filtering, and 11‐trace poststack mild lateral smoothing to
suppress high‐frequency residual noise. The result of the predictive deconvolution, post‐deconvolution
band‐pass filter, and lateral smoothing is shown in Figure 2c. For imaging, we used the explicit finite differ-
ence algorithm (Claerbout & Johnson, 1971; Loewenthal et al., 1976), which numerically reconstructs the

Table 1
Data Acquisition Parameters

Line ID

SMOO 2
SMOO 3
SMOO 4 SMOO 33
SMOO 5 SMOO 38
SMOO 8 SMOO 39
SMOO 10

Source volume 43.02 L 111 L
Source interval 50 m 150 m
Source depth 10–14 m 12–18 m
Streamer length 4,500 m 4,500 m
Streamer depth 18 m 22.5 m
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wavefield at different time levels. For effective imaging which was assessed by the collapse of the diffraction
hyperbolae on all sections, we found a downward continuation step size of 16 ms and a convolutional filter
using 17 points optimally images events up to 55°. The result of the migration is shown in Figure 2d. In all
steps, we confined the processing to low frequencies (<35 Hz), as we found to be effective in the quasi‐3‐D
box (Momoh et al., 2017). The key processing steps are listed in Table 2.

3. Results

We first present the results from the near‐axis domain where we have the most mapping, sampling, geolo-
gical, and geophysical constraints on the tectonic‐volcanic setting. We propose a grouping of the observed
reflectors imaged in the across‐axis profiles; then on, we attempt to identify these reflectors in the crossing,
along‐axis profiles, in order to better constrain their true dip. Indications on the probable depth of the
observed reflectors are based on the velocity model obtained by Momoh et al. (2017) along a profile that is
coincident with seismic reflection profile SMOO 33 (Figure 1). In grouping the reflectors, we include the sur-
face extent of the different detachment fault systems, which we have labeled according to the estimated age
of their activity (Cannat et al., 2019); for example, D1, represents the presently active detachment fault sys-
tem, and D2 represents the penultimate detachment fault and D3 until D7, represents past detachment
faults, up to the limit of the corridor investigated in this study.

The time‐migrated across‐axis profiles (SMOO 2, SMOO 3, SMOO 33, and SMOO 5) are described sequen-
tially from the west of the investigated corridor (Figures 3a–3d). SMOO 4 is shown in Figure S4 in the sup-
porting information. Resolving the seafloor reflection on this profile was challenging due to rough sea

Figure 2. Example of seismic reflection data processing on 2‐D lines. (a) Line after flexible binning. Strong diffraction tails
due to the seafloor are observed, for instance the arrows point to two of them. (b) After dip‐moveout correction. The dif-
fraction limbs in (a) are no longer apparent in the first 2 s TWT. (c) After predictive deconvolution and mild lateral fil-
tering. The seafloor reflection is relatively compressed. (d) After post‐stack migration and muting of seafloor multiple
responses. All figures are plotted on the same scale.
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conditions during acquisition. The line interpretation on the across‐
axis profiles is shown in Figure 4. The along‐axis profiles SMOO 10
and SMOO 8 are shown with indications of the main reflectors in
Figure 5. The migrated profiles are shown in Figure S5.

In further presenting the results, we compare reflectors in crossing
profiles near axis (Figure 6) and extract the outer inlines of the 3‐D
box (Momoh et al., 2017) compared with the profiles from the
smooth‐volcanic corridor in this study as shown in (Figure 6), since
the reflectors imaged in the 3‐D box are not dissimilar to those
imaged on the 2‐D profiles bounding the 3‐D box, that is, SMOO 3
and SMOO 33 (Figure 4b and 4c).

3.1. Reflectors in the Near‐Axis Domain

Similar to the narrow 3‐D box discussed in Momoh et al. (2017), two
categories of dipping reflectors are observed near axis: south dipping
reflectors located near the emergence of the active detachment fault
(E1; Figures 4 and 6) and reflectors with an apparent northward dip
(Figures 4a–4c, 6, and S6). Between these reflectors are apparently
subhorizontal reflectors.

The south‐dipping reflectors occur between 6.62 and 8.26 s TWT, cor-
responding to depths of up to 5 km below the seafloor (Figure 8). The
depths of reflectors are estimated in the poststack domain by a time‐
to‐depth conversion of the seismic section using the tomography
velocity model obtained along a coincident profile (Momoh et al.,
2017). These reflectors are offset from each other and from the trace
of the emergence of the active fault, and are distributed over a
domain that is 490 m to 1.8 km thick, where the narrowest zone is
on the eastern boundary of the investigated corridor (SMOO 5;

Figure 4d) and the wider zone on the center of the corridor (SMOO 33; Figure 4c). These reflectors havemax-
imum dips of 50° (Figure 8). Our observations here are consistent with results of the narrow 3‐D box where
the reflectors observed within 5 km from the seafloor dip 45–60° (Momoh et al., 2017).

The north‐dipping reflectors near axis are observed between 5.62 and 7.67 s TWT, and between 6 and 14 km
south of the inferred emergence (E1) of the active detachment fault system (whose spatial extent is labeled
D1) as shown in SMOO 2, SMOO 3, and SMOO 33 (Figures 4a–4c). These north‐dipping reflectors are
shallower‐dipping toward the west as shown on SMOO 2 (Figure 4a), and they are observed near apparently
east‐dipping reflectors imaged between 18 and 23 km line distance on the intersecting along‐axis profile
(SMOO 10 shown in Figure 5a). This is illustrated in Figure 6. Only on one profile (SMOO 2) do we observe
a coincidence (in traveltime and amplitude) between the north‐dipping reflectors and an apparently east‐
dipping reflector.

Apparent south‐dipping reflectors are observed near axis on SMOO 5, ~1 s TWT below the seafloor
between 6 and 10 km distance from the inferred emergence of the active detachment fault (Figure 4d).
These reflectors are not associated with the trace of any emergence or breakaway of detachment faults,
but they terminate at the onset of the volcanic seafloor. The extents of the near‐axis main dipping reflectors
are summarized in Table 3.

From 6.8 to 9.6 km north of the inferred emergence of the active detachment fault, two packages of dis-
jointed north‐dipping reflectors are observed between 4.3 and 6 s TWT (Figure 4c). These reflectors, similar
to the steepest reflectors imaged conjugate to the active fault, dip 45° (Figure 7).

The subhorizontal reflectors occur between the north andsouth‐dipping reflectors down to 2.5 s TWT below
the seafloor (Figure 4c) corresponding to a depth of 4–5 km (Figure 8). We did not find evidence for subhor-
izontal reflectors within the footwall of the active axial detachment fault. In Momoh et al. (2017), the north‐
dipping reflectors discussed above terminated on subhorizontal reflectors. The width of the packages of sub-
horizontal reflectors ranges between 720 m and 1.34 km. We, however, observe that in the eastern boundary

Table 2
Seismic Reflection Data Processing Steps

Pre‐stack processing
Data conversion (from SEG‐D) to processing environment
Streamer shape reconstruction and preparation of navigation (.P190) files
Merge raw data from individual seismic lines with navigation information
3‐D static binning

6.25 m 100 m (SMOO ‐ 2, 3, 5)
6.25 m 175 m (SMOO ‐ 33, 38, 39)

3‐D elastic binning
12.5 m 200 m (SMOO ‐ 2, 3, 5)
12.5 m 350 m (SMOO‐ 33, 38, 39)

Resample to 4 ms after anti‐alias filter, 125 Hz cut‐off
Mute direct waves
Ormsby bandpass filter (3‐6‐41‐55 Hz)
Coherency filtering 10 ms/trace
Spherical divergence correction
Common bin gather sort (45 fold), 6.25 m interval
Velocity analysis 1
Migration to zero offset (log‐stretch dip‐moveout correction)
Velocity analysis 2
Predictive deconvolution: 400 ms operator length, 3rd zero crossing lag
Bandpass filter
Mean stacking

Post‐stack Processing
Mean filtering (running average)
2‐D explicit finite difference time migration

Post‐migration
Ormsby bandpass filter (3‐6‐35‐42 Hz)
Mute below first order multiple
Mean filtering (11‐trace lateral smoothing)
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of the investigated corridor, south‐dipping reflectors (with the same apparent dip as the reflectors near the
emergence of the active fault) are visible (Figures 4d, 6, and S6).

On the along‐axis profile (SMOO 10), isolated packets of subhorizontal reflectors are apparent between 18
and 51 km line distance at 1 s TWT below the seafloor (Figure 5a) without an intersection with the subhor-
izontal reflectors in the across‐axis profiles near axis.

Figure 3. Across‐axis profiles shown from west to east after 2‐D poststack migration. (a) SMOO 2 on the western boundary of the melt‐poor corridor. (b) SMOO 3
within the corridor, bordering the narrow 3‐D box on the west presented inMomoh et al. (2017). (c) SMOO 33, the combination of three seismic profiles shot in close
proximity, 200 m east of the 3‐D box. (d) SMOO 5 on the eastern boundary of melt‐poor corridor. The markers on the seafloor indicate the approximate
locations of the emergence (E1, E2, E3, and E5) and breakaway (B1, B2, B4, and B6) of corresponding detachment faults D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, and D6, respectively.
The exhumed footwall of these fault systems are indicated by colored arrows for detachment faults D1, D2, D3, and D4, with successive faults cutting the previous
faults thereby displacing the position of the emergence or breakaway depending on the facing direction of the active fault. The seismic profiles displayed
in this figure are shown in white on the bathymetric maps while the crossing profiles are shown in white dashed lines. SMOO 4 is shown in Figure S4 in the
supporting information, while the crossing profiles are shown in Figure 5.
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3.2. Dipping Reflectors in the Antarctic Plate

Reflectors with apparent dips as the seafloor topography can be observed between 35 and 38 km distance
from the inferred emergence on SMOO 2, and between 19 and 43 km distance from the inferred emergence
on SMOO 3 (Figure 4b). This category of dipping reflectors is also observed on SMOO 33 between 27 and 42
km distance from the inferred emergence (Figure 4c).

The most prominent package of apparently south‐dipping reflectors is observed in the Antarctic Plate from
17.5 to 27.5 km distance south of the inferred emergence of the active detachment fault (Figures 4c and 8).
This package of reflectors can be observed between 5.24 and 7.15 s TWT. They intersect with apparently sub-
horizontal reflectors on the crossing along‐axis profile (SMOO 8) between 6.5 s and 7.5 s TWT which the can
be followed from 28 to 43 km line distance (Figure 5b). This intersection is zoomed in on Figure 7. Therefore,

Figure 4. Interpretation of 2‐D across axis profiles: (a) SMOO 2, (b) SMOO 3, (c) SMOO 33, and (d) SMOO 5. The acronyms on the seafloor indicate the emergence
and breakaway of successive detachment faults as shown in Figure 3, and the colored lines atop each figure indicates the spatial extent of the detachment
faults interpreted from the bathymetry and from the seismic results. The yellow lines on the seafloor indicate the volcanic patches observed on the seafloor
bathymetric map and ground‐truthed by seafloor sampling (Cannat et al., 2019; Sauter et al., 2013). The acronyms corresponding to the different line interpretations
are as follows: SD = south dipping reflectors; ND = north‐dipping reflectors; SH(s) = subhorizontal reflectors (shallow), aSH = apparent subhorizontal reflectors;
aSD = apparent south‐dipping reflectors, and aND = apparent north‐dipping reflectors. Close‐up views highlight prevalent reflectors.
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we propose that the package of subhorizontal reflectors corresponds to the along‐axis signatures of the
package of south‐dipping reflectors imaged on the across axis profiles. Traces of the package of south‐
dipping reflectors are also visible on SMOO 4 from 20 to 27.5 km distance south of the inferred
emergence of the active detachment fault (Figure S4). In both instances where they are imaged, they
project to prominent volcanic patches within the ultramafic corridor. They occur between the inferred
emergence and breakaway of the D3 and D2 older detachment fault systems (Figure 4b).

3.3. Shallow and Deep Subhorizontal Reflectors in the African and Antarctic Plates

Both in the African and the Antarctic plates, packages of disjointed shallow and apparently subhorizontal
reflectors are imaged on all the profiles (Figures 4 and 5). For example, subhorizontal reflectors are

Figure 5. Along‐axis profiles after 2‐D poststack migration shown from north (near‐axis) to south (off‐axis). Close‐up
views highlight prevalent reflectors. (a) SMOO 10 with arrows indicating major reflectors: the acronyms represent the
time dips of the reflectors observed, for example, aED(s) = apparent east‐dipping reflectors (shallow), aSH(s) = apparent
subhorizontal reflectors (shallow). The apparent east‐dipping reflectors project to volcanic seafloor in the west of this
profile. (b) SMOO 8 with reflectors indicated following the same scheme used to indicate reflectors in SMOO 10. aSH
(d) = apparent subhorizontal reflectors (deep). The yellow lines on the seafloor correspond to volcanic patches on the
seafloor. (c) Detail of bathymetric map showing the locations of the along‐axis profiles (highlighted in red). The darkened
area indicates smooth seafloor.
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observed on SMOO 33 between 9 and 16 km distance, south of the inferred
emergence at <1 s TWT below the seafloor (Figure 4c). In the Antarctic
Plate, apparently subhorizontal reflectors are also observed on SMOO 8
(Figure 5b) between 5 and 20 km line distance. Subhorizontal reflectors
are ubiquitous beneath volcanic and smooth seafloor as shown in the
crossing profiles (Figure 5b).

The deepest package of apparently subhorizontal reflectors is imaged
between 8.74 and 9.77 s TWT between 34.13 and 43.93 km line distance
along profile SMOO 8 (Figure 5b). Using the compressional‐wave velocity
found for this area (Momoh et al., 2017), the first 2 s (from the seafloor;
5.74 s two‐way time) correspond to 5 km below the seafloor. The top of
this cluster of reflectors occurs at 8.82 s giving a depth of at least 9.3 km
below the seafloor using an average velocity of 8 km/s.

This cluster of reflectors therefore occurs within the mantle. From the
zoomed panels on these reflectors and the seafloor (inset in Figure 5b),
it can be observed that the latter are lower frequency compared to the sea-
floor reflection. Two distinct packages can be isolated: an upper package
which is relatively higher frequency and appears separated from a bottom,
lower‐frequency package. Although the waveforms are complex probably
due to interference between different reflector signatures, comparing the
polarity of the main lobe of the lower package and the seafloor reflector
indicates that the polarities are opposite (note highlighted portions in
the zoomed insets of Figure 5b). This alludes to a possible decrease in velo-
city and/or density. The slightly higher‐frequency reflector observed at 9.6
s in the zoomed panel seems to follow the polarity of the seafloor reflector,

which suggests an increase in velocity and/or density. Using the time interval between reflectors (8.74–9.77 s
TWT), and mantle velocities (~8 km), these reflectors occur in a domain that is 4 km thick.

4. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the origin of the different packages of reflectors presented in the previous section
and examine their possible interpretation in terms of structure and composition of the ultramafic basement.
We start in the near‐axis region where active deformation is documented and geological observations indi-
cate in situ volcanism on the ultramafic seafloor, both in the axial valley floor and on the exhumed and
eroded footwall near the emergence of the fault (Cannat et al., 2017).

We then examine the clusters of dipping and subhorizontal reflectors identified in the African and Antarctic
plates further away from the axis, in the context of the flip‐flop model proposed for this amagmatic corridor
(Sauter et al., 2013). In discussing our results in the framework of this flip‐flop model, we include the spatial
extents of the fault systems (whose surface traces are mapped on the bathymetry as shown in Figure 1) and
whose potential seismic reflectivity signatures are imaged in this study. For example, D1 represents the
present‐day detachment fault system characterized by an emergence (E1) and a breakaway (B1) on the sur-
face bathymetry. Detachment fault D1, cuts through the previous detachment fault D2, displacing its emer-
gence and breakaway into two apparent units, such that the emergence of detachment fault D2 (E2) is in the
north and the breakaway (B2) is in the south of the axial domain. The previously active detachment fault D2
also cuts through the footwall of its penultimate detachment fault D3, displacing the breakaway (B3) and
emergence (E3), north and south, respectively. This concept (Cannat et al., 2019; Sauter et al., 2013), in addi-
tion to explaining the dispersal of exhumed serpentinized peridotites up to 70 km across the axial domain,
also provides a framework for an understanding of the reflective basement.

In our discussion, we emphasize that the constitutive crust may be heterogeneous, likely reflecting an
admixture of serpentinized peridotite, variable tectonic damage, and volumetrically small magmatic intru-
sions. This combination of causes may explain the prevalence of the observed reflectors where the overlying
ultramafic seafloor is capped by volcanics, and the sparsity of these reflectors where the seafloor is nonvol-
canic. The disparity between features contemporaneous with an active fault or inherited from a previous

Figure 6. Perspective view of along‐ and across‐axis profiles in the near‐axis
region. View is from the west to the east. The two profiles juxtaposed are
inlines from the narrow 3‐D box discussed in Momoh et al. (2017). The
western inline from the narrow 3‐D box is 5 km from SMOO 2, while the
eastern inline from the narrow 3‐D box is 12.6 km from SMOO 5. Despite
these distances, the south‐dipping reflectors are consistently imaged. The
markers on the seafloor indicate the approximate location of the emergence
of the active fault and E1 connotes this emergence. The crossing profile
(SMOO 10) shows the possible intersection of the apparently north dipping
reflectors across‐axis (in green) with apparently east dipping reflectors pro-
jecting to volcanic corridors in the west. This observation suggests that the
near‐axis reflectors are northeastdipping, shallowing westernward.
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fault system is also discussed and compared with existing geological observations, using the two‐stage
conceptual framework proposed for nearly amagmatic seafloor spreading in Cannat et al. (2019): (1)
tectonic exhumation in the footwall of a detachment fault, and (2) further faulting, alteration, and
magmatic infiltration in the hanging wall of the next detachment fault. On this basis, we propose a
simplified conceptual model to explain the seismic reflection characteristics of nearly amagmatic oceanic
lithosphere. Finally, we compare the results presented in this study with other observations of
exhumation faulting at mid‐ocean ridges, continents, and ocean‐continent transition zone.

4.1. Distribution, Dip, and Thickness of Active Axial Detachment Fault Damage Zone and the
Seismic‐Reflectivity Structure of the Footwall

The nature of the south‐dipping reflectors in the axial valley indicates that the highly reflective parts are lat-
erally offset from the inferred trace of the emergence of the active detachment fault (e.g., Figures 4b–4d).
Similar reflectors were found in the narrow 3‐D box (Momoh et al., 2017) as shown in Figures 6 and S8.
Surrounding the very reflective parts of the south‐dipping reflectors are weakly reflective events with similar
dips (Figures 4c and 8). Collectively, these reflectors occur in a domain that is 490 m thick (in the eastern
boundary of the investigated corridor) to 1.82 km thick (at the center of the corridor) as summarized in
Table 3. The dip of these reflectors range between 45° and 50° (Figure 8). This is consistent with the ~40°
dip of recent fault splays observed at the seafloor in the emergence domain (Cannat et al., 2017). Fresh vol-
canic patches previously interpreted as rider blocks (Reston, 2018; Sauter et al., 2013) are observed, from
recent geological investigations, to be directly erupted near the emergence of the active detachment fault

D1 (Cannat et al., 2017). Therefore, magmatic injections are a third possi-
ble mechanism for the formation of the reflectors associated with D1 (in
addition to tectonic damage and serpentinization).

Our preferred interpretation for these reflectors is that they result initially
from fractures outlining the damage zone of the detachment fault and
may serve as preferred pathways for serpentinizing fluids and magma.
The reflectors can be followed consistently on all across‐axis profiles dis-
cussed in this study.

These reflectors occur in the context of elevated RMBA as shown in
Figure 9. RMBA reflects density variations within the crust, for example,
RMBA highs indicate thinner crust or denser materials (such as weakly
serpentinized to fresh peridotite) while RMBA lows represent thicker
crust or lower density material such as fully serpentinized peridotites,
basalts, or extensively tectonized rocks of any composition. Distinct varia-
tions occur between volcanic and smooth‐seafloor terrains in the RMBA
map (Cannat et al., 2006), but there is no systematic small‐scale variations
of RMBA values within the 64°E nearly amagmatic spreading corridor
associated with local patches of volcanics, or with inferred traces of tec-
tonic features such as the breakaway or emergence of past or active
detachment faults (Figure 9). Since geological observations indicate the
prevalence of serpentinized peridotite on the seafloor, moderate to high,

Table 3
Dipping Reflectors Near Axis

Observations Attributes SMOO 2 SMOO 3 SMOO 33 SMOO 5

South‐dipping reflectors TWT 6.707–8.408 s 5.624–7.668 s 6.752–8.396 s 6.312–7.576 s
Distance 1.5 to 1.7 km −1.2 to 2.8 km −2.6 to 1.3 km −2.85 to 5.2 km

North‐dipping reflectors TWT 5.624–7.668 s 6.456–7.332 s 6.664–7.62 s
Distance −1.4 to 6.8 km −9.4 to 6.17 km −8.1 to −6.45 km

Width of the domain of
south‐dipping reflectors

1.15 km 1.1 km 1.82 km 0.49 km

Width of the domain of
north‐dipping reflectors

7.19 km 2.83 km 1.97 km

Figure 7. Perspective view of the intersection of apparently south‐dipping
reflectors (SMOO 33) and subhorizontal reflectors (SMOO 8). Both reflec-
tors coincide in amplitudes and travel time and are therefore interpreted as
traces of south‐dipping reflectors. In SMOO 8, these reflectors traverse vol-
canic patches andmelt‐poor corridors, while in SMOO 33, they project to the
breakaway (B2) and emergence (E3) of older detachment fault systems (D2
and D3, respectively) and sparse volcanic patches on the seafloor shown in
yellow.
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the RMBA values near the emergence of active and inactive detachment faults could be interpreted as an
indication that extensive serpentinization (i.e., lower densities) does not extend over a thick domain next
to these faults at infracrustal (>5 km) depth. Figure 10 shows that shipboard free‐air gravity data are not
very sensitive to variations in density occurring at depths greater than a few km below the seafloor. In
this, we compare measured free‐air gravity anomalies (FAA) and 2‐D forward gravity models with thick
serpentinized domains (i.e., damaged zones) along the presently active axial detachment fault to a depth
of 25 km. Specifically, Figure 10 shows that the available gravity data do not rule out thin (<3 km)
domains of partially serpentinized mantle along these faults extending to substantial depths (up to 25 km).

While the fault damage zones at mid‐ocean ridge systems documented in the geological literature are narrow
(<400 m), for example, (Hayman & Karson, 2007), our results confirm findings of Momoh et al. (2017) and
indicate that a thicker damage zone is likely even for short‐offset faults (present offset at young D1 axial
detachment fault is estimated as <4 km; Cannat et al., 2019). Following on the discussion in Momoh et al.
(2017), we propose that this young yet thick damage zone may have formed in three ways: (1) due to distrib-
uted simultaneous deformation over a thick domain, (2) as a finite damage zone due to strain localizing on a
succession of subparallel individual fault segments, or (3) by a combination of both styles. Numerical experi-
ments incorporating the proportion of plate divergence taken by magmatic diking versus tectonic extension
(theM factor of Buck et al., 2005) predict that when the proportion of melt supply is <50%, the fault system
tends to migrate toward the hanging wall. As proposed by Momoh et al. (2017), this migration may play a
role in generating a thicker damage zone.

Broad fault damage zones have been documented next to onland major faults, for example, at the Calico
strike‐slip fault system, reduction in compressional wave velocity and shear moduli interpreted as due to

Figure 8. The top panel shows the depth‐converted section of the combined lines (SMOO 33) using the refraction velocitymodel (Momoh et al., 2017) obtained on a
coincident profile (Figure 1) with the bathymetry overlain. The inferred breakaway (B) and emergence (E) of present and past detachments are as indicated in
Figures 1 and 4. Here, B1 and E1 are, respectively, the breakaway and emergence of detachment fault system D1, which cuts through the detachment fault D2,
whose emergence (E2) is displaced further to the north as a result of exhumation and tectonic extension, and whose breakaway (B2) is displaced to the south. A
selection of the most visible reflectors is indicated by arrowheads. The bottom panel shows a simplified interpretation of these reflectors. The different colors
correspond to the time of activity of successive detachment faults indicated by colored lines and labels atop the figure, while the black lines at the seafloor indicate
isolated volcanic patches. We interpret the reflectors as due to one, or more likely to a combination, of the following three processes: tectonic damage, intrusive
magmatic bodies, or contrasts in the degree of serpentinization of the ultramafic basement. In our interpretation, we propose that the reflective character
may be acquired over the lifetime of two successive axial detachment faults: damage zones created in one detachment fault can be utilized as pathways for intrusive
magma or for serpentinizing fluids during the activity of the next detachment fault. For the presently active detachment fault system (D1), the footwall of the
previous detachment fault system (D2) which is now the hanging wall of D1 is contemporaneously faulted with D1, with these faults also serving as pathways for
magma (hence the indicated extent of D2 is shown in dashed line). The black lines in the model indicate the inferred traces of the active and inactive
(dashed) detachment faults. If correct, our interpretation suggests that the shallow parts of detachment fault systems (<5 km) are steep (45–55°) at an early stage of
the fault's activity (represented by the presently active axial detachment), and rotate to a shallower‐dipping angle (25°) after about 16 km of horizontal displacement
(estimated for detachment fault D3; Cannat et al., 2019).
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finite damage arising from historical ruptures is observed in
a zone that is 1.5 km wide (Cochran et al., 2009). Another
example of a broad fault damage zone is the Alpine fault in
New Zealand which exhumes rocks from depths of ~35 km,
and is characterized by a 1‐2 km fractured domain (Little
et al., 2005; Townend et al., 2017; Williams et al., 2018).
Other laboratory, field, and model‐based studies predict that
zones of mechanical damage around a fault are <1 km thick
in terrestrial systems for fault offsets of 10 km (Faulkner
et al., 2011; Savage & Brodsky, 2011). These observations
point to significant differences in the magnitudes of damage
around different fault systems. This variability may be due to
differences in tectonic settings (extensional versus strike‐slip
or compressional), and in deformation mechanisms
(Faulkner et al., 2010).

Within the footwall of active detachment fault D1, the reflec-
tor dipping north 45° (Figure 8) may be due to fractures aris-
ing from footwall bending during tectonic uplift by the active
detachment fault. Features of this nature have been attribu-
ted to reverse faulting due to compression‐induced cracks
from footwall bending, for example, at the 13°20′N OCC,
earthquake hypocenters outline steeply dipping events (from
3 to 7 km below the seafloor) of a mature detachment fault
system (Parnell‐Turner et al., 2017); while at the Trans‐
Atlantic Geotraverse, they are traced on earthquake hypo-
centers from 5 to 8 km below the seafloor (deMartin et al.,
2007). Footwall bending‐induced cracks which can be
fluid‐filled or act as feeder systems for magma emplacement
on the seafloor may also give rise to this type of reflection
within the predominantly ultramafic basement. Our pro-
posed interpretation is that the reflectors are indicative of
accommodation faults within the footwall of the active axial
detachment fault, which accommodate some of the internal

deformation when the footwall bends during exhumation. Depending on the proximity of these accommo-
dation faults to the magmatic systems and their connection to the surface, theymay also serve as a part of the
magmatic plumbing system during the lifetime of the detachment fault. Further to the north, the reflectors
parallel to the seafloor may reflect traces of the extent of damage in the footwall (serpentinization) or may
reflect boundaries between intrusive magmatic sills and partially serpentinized peridotite of the penultimate
detachment fault system (D2). There is no evidence for isolated volcanic edifices in the north, which may
explain why the reflectors are sparse there.

4.2. Architecture of the Hanging Wall of the Axial Detachment Fault (Near‐Axis Portion of the
Antarctic Plate)

The near‐axis portion of the hanging wall of the active detachment fault shows two sets of reflectors: reflec-
tors that are north‐dipping and subhorizontal reflectors. The north‐dipping reflectors, also observed in the 3‐
D box (Momoh et al., 2017), are apparent on the two bounding lines (SMOO 2 and SMOO 3) on the west
(Figures 4a and 4b), and SMOO 33 in the east of the box (Figure 4c). These north‐dipping reflectors are
shallow‐dipping toward the west of the survey area as shown in Figure 4a and coincide with the east‐dipping
reflectors observed on the crossing profile (SMOO 10) as shown in Figures 5b and 6. On the RMBA
(Figure 9), these north‐dipping reflectors project to areas with moderate RMBAs.

Considering that the north‐dipping reflectors moderately offset the seafloor (<200 m) in the axial valley and
project to areas with moderate RMBA, we align with our previous interpretation that they are associated
with recent conjugate faults formed in the hanging wall simultaneously serving as magmatic conduits

Figure 9. Distribution of the main groups of identified reflectors on a Residual Mantle
Bouguer Anomaly (RMBA) map calculated from gravity data collected in the area
(Cannat et al., 2006). The inferred breakaway (B) and the emergence (E) of present and past
detachment faults, and the limits of volcanic seafloor areas (black dashed lines) are indi-
cated as in Figure 1. The main groups of reflectors are projected along the traces of corre-
sponding seismic profiles (white lines). RMBA are distinctly lower in the volcanic domain
to the west (western end of SMOO 10), and distinctly higher in the eastern part of the
surveyed area (SMOO 5 and the eastern ends of SMOO 8 and SMOO 10). Within the
investigated domain, RMBA variations do not appear to correlate with the main tectonic
features (emergence, breakaway, and limits of patches of volcanic seafloor). This indicates
that these features are not associated with systematic changes in crustal density and/or
thickness. Specifically, we note that the emergence region of past and present axial
detachment faults are not associated with lower RMBA values as would be the case if deep‐
seated serpentinization was extensive in these regions.
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onto the seafloor (Momoh et al., 2017). This is further corroborated by the coinciding east dipping reflectors
on SMOO 10 which project to the volcanic seafloor (Figures 5b and 6). One of the north‐dipping reflectors
from the 3‐D box underlies an isolated patch of volcanic seafloor (Figures 6 and S7), a hint of this
occurrence is between 13 and 15 km south of the inferred emergence on SMOO 3 (Figure 4b). The
contemporaneity of the features interpreted as faults in the hanging wall of the active detachment fault
system with the active detachment fault D1, suggests that the exhumed footwall of the previous
detachment fault system (D2) which is presently the hanging wall of the active detachment fault system
(D1) is pervasively faulted. Therefore, tectonic damage zones of D2 may either be utilized for magma
emplacement or “overprinted” by the recent hanging wall normal faults. The subhorizontal reflectors may
be due to boundaries between magmatic intrusions (sills) dispersed within the ultramafic basement in the
current detachment fault cycle (D1), or between parts of the ultramafic basement that are highly
serpentinized and those that are partially serpentinized and fresher peridotite, or a combination of both;
or magma‐filled damaged zones inherited from detachment fault system D2. If the conjugate‐fault‐
magmatic‐conduit/sill interpretation is correct, then it follows that the magmatic conduits are found in
only a portion of the ultramafic basement. In conclusion, we interpret the seismic reflectivity structure of
this ultramafic basement in terms of fault damage, serpentinization and incipient magmatism incurred in
the framework of its two‐stage evolution (Cannat et al., 2019) during (1) its exhumation in the footwall of
an earlier detachment fault, and (2) its evolution as part of the hanging wall of the next detachment fault
(Cannat et al., 2019).

Figure 10. Comparison of the envelop of observed FAA data within a domain of ±4 km from SMOO 33 with 2‐D forward
modeled FAA data for two geometries examining the width and depth of the serpentinization domain. The density blocks
have been computed from the compressional wave velocity model using Gardner's law (Gardner et al., 1974). The
vertical dashed lines indicate the limits of the P wave velocity model from a colocated wide‐angle refraction profile from
which the densities are estimated.
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4.3. Structure of the Ultramafic Basement in the Antarctic Plate

Away from the axial valley, a package of south‐dipping reflectors strongly visible between 18 and 27.5 km
south of the inferred emergence of detachment fault D3, with traces of this event in SMOO 4 between 20
and 27.5 km south of the inferred emergence (Figure S4b) is observed between the breakaway (B2) of
detachment fault 2 (D2) and the emergence (E3) of detachment fault 3 (D3). On both profiles, these
reflectors project to volcanic patches on the ultramafic seafloor (Figures 4, 7, and S4) corresponding to
lower RMBA values (Figure 9). On SMOO 33 (Figure 4c), at the inferred emergence of detachment fault
D2 (E2), we can observe an isolated reflector with the same apparent dip. We now examine two hypoth-
eses for the formation of the reflectors presented above and propose that they may actually form by a
combination of the two.

The first hypothesis is that they are associated with the damage zone of detachment fault 3 (D3). This is ana-
logous to the present‐day detachment fault characterized by reflectors in the footwall beneath the emergence
of the active fault, but the former reflectors are less steep (25° vs. 50–55°).

We propose that these lower angles may result from the more significant footwall rotation incurred in the
detachment fault (D3) system as it terminated after an estimated 16 km of horizontal displacement
(Cannat et al., 2019). Compared to the present‐day detachment fault damage zone, which has so far accom-
modated ~4 km of horizontal displacement only (Cannat et al., 2019), and assuming a linear relationship
between horizontal offsets and emergence angles, then the flexural rate in the shallow footwall of these
detachment faults is ~2.5°/km of fault displacement. This is significantly less than the flexural rate that could
be estimated (assuming a similar initial dip of the fault at shallow depth) for the shallow footwall of MAR
corrugated OCCs: the emergence angle of the 13°N active detachment fault is less than 10° (Smith et al.,
2006) for a total horizontal displacement of ~12 km (MacLeod et al., 2009).

The second hypothesis is that these south‐dipping reflectors are signatures of magmatic channels feeding the
nearby volcanic patches at the seafloor. This may account for the extensive volcanic patches that are
observed both in the hanging wall and footwall of D3 (Sauter et al., 2013). This mechanism is the same pro-
posed above to explain the subhorizontal reflectors observed in the hanging wall of the active detachment
fault D1. The lack of continuity of the south dipping and subhorizontal reflectors, consequently the hetero-
geneity of the crust, may be explained by the lack of continuity of the magmatic conduits and lenses, suggest-
ing that the magma present is localized to a small area.

Our preferred interpretation is that the damage zones formed during the activity of detachment fault D3
may subsequently have served as feeder systems for magma (combination of the two hypotheses
presented above).

The deepest cluster of bright reflectors imaged at depth ~9.3 km on the along‐axis profile (SMOO 8) 33 km
south of the axial domain is ~4 km thick and extends ~6 km in the along‐axis direction (Figure 5b). This clus-
ter of reflectors is located in the footwall of detachment fault D3, ~1.5 km from its inferred emergence (E3). It
is observed beneath a large volcanic patch in the ultramafic corridor (Figure 9). This cluster of reflectors may
be an indicator of localized magmatic infiltrations and lenses within the deep lithosphere. Such infiltrations
have been documented on dredged samples of infiltrated peridotites from the same area by Paquet et al.
(2016), leading to a conceptual model for the nearly amagmatic section of the easternmost Southwest
Indian Ridge in which magmatic lenses and conduits are distributed at various depths in the entire axial
lithosphere (Cannat et al., 2019).

Based on these results and on the results we have presented here, we propose that the seismic reflectivity
signature of the nearly amagmatic oceanic lithosphere forms in the context of successive flip‐flop detach-
ment fault systems that cuts through the entire brittle lithosphere. While we have only imaged the upper-
most 5 km of the fault system (as shown in Figure 8), we propose a steepening downward of the fault
system (as shown in dashed line for the D3 case with the imaged part shown in bold line), rooting into a
mostly melt‐starved, but locally infiltrated ductile mantle (Figure 11). The rooting depth is inferred from
microseismic activities recorded near 66°E (Schlindwein & Schmid, 2016). The package of deep (9.3–13
km) and apparently subhorizontal reflectors imaged along profile SMOO 8 (Figure 5) could provide us with
an estimate of the spatial extent of magmatic infiltration domains in the brittle lithosphere. Our interpreta-
tion is that this package represents an ancient infiltration domain, now cooled and crystallized, that formed
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during the period of activity of detachment fault
D3. This locally infiltrated domain was probably
fed by magmatic sources located deeper, beyond
the limits of our imaging capabilities. Using sub‐
vertical dikes and the detachment fault system
damaged zones, some of the ascending magma
may be extracted and form the isolated volcanic
patches shown in Figure 11. Our conceptual model
(Figure 11) proposed for the time of termination of
detachment fault D3, combines the two hypoth-
eses presented above to account for the observed
reflectors: damage, alteration, and incipient mag-
matism in the footwall of detachment fault D4, is
followed by further faulting and magmatic infiltra-
tions in the footwall and hanging wall of detach-
ment fault D3. Some of the imaged reflectors, for
example between emergence (E5) of detachment
fault system D5 and the emergence (E3) of detach-
ment fault system D3 follow the seafloor topogra-
phy. This suggests that they may have been
parallel to the exhumed portion of detachment
fault D4, outlining a magma‐infiltrated damage
zone formed either during D4 detachment fault
cycle or during D3 detachment fault cycle. We thus
propose again that magmatic intrusions, even
though volumetrically small, cause some parts of
the basement to show reflective signatures. The
initiation of the subsequent detachment fault D2
is inferred to be initially steep (shown in
dashed line).

4.4. Comparison With Seismic Observations
at Other Detachment Fault Systems at
Mid‐Ocean Ridges and Ocean‐Continent
Transition Zones

The study presented in this paper provides insights
on the seismic reflectivity structure of the oceanic
lithosphere formed in nearly amagmatic condi-
tions at an ultraslow spreading mid‐ocean ridge.

In this section, we first compare our observations with seismic images of detachment fault systems at the dis-
tal parts of ocean‐continent transition (OCT) zones, packages of dipping reflectors beneath OCT ridges, and
subhorizontal reflectors. In the OCT settings, active processes are long past and geological interpretation of
the imaged reflectors is made more difficult due to more extensive sediment cover. On the other hand, thick
sediment cover allows for good signal penetration and better imaging of reflectors, be they caused by faults,
unconformities or magmatic sills and dikes.

The prominent “S” reflector observed in the Deep Galicia Margin (Boillot et al., 1980; Dean et al., 2015) is
interpreted as a concave upward detachment fault, which exhumed subcontinental mantle (Boillot et al.,
1980; Reston, Ruo et al., 1996). Image‐enhanced 3‐D seismic data show that the surface of this reflector is
corrugated (Schuba et al., 2018). It is proposed to have slipped at 20° (Reston et al., 1996). Overlying this
reflector are a suite of high‐angle normal faults terminating on the reflector (Reston et al., 1996; Davy
et al., 2017).

Compared to the detachment fault interpretation we have discussed at the nearly amagmatic easternmost
SWIR, the domain of exhumed subcontinental mantle of magma‐poor OCT zones such as the

Figure 11. Conceptual model for a mature stage of detachment fault system D3, at the time of initia-
tion of detachment fault system D2 (geometry is inferred from the presently active detachment fault
D1). The part of the D3 fault system we have imaged is shown in solid line, while the part of the fault
system shown in dashed line is inferred. The imaged part of the D3 fault system dips 25° in the
uppermost basement (from our interpretation of the package of dipping reflectors in SMOO 4 and
SMOO 33) and we propose it steepens, rooting at a localized magmatically infiltrated domain near the
brittle‐ductile transition zone. The depth to this zone is inferred from the depth of earthquake recorded
in the 65°25′E region of the SWIR (Schlindwein & Schmid, 2016). Outer packages of shallow‐dipping
to subhorizontal reflectors identified in SMOO 33 (Figure 8) are proposed to have formed first as
damage zones in the footwall of detachment fault D4, then as pathways for magmatic intrusions in the
hanging wall of D3. The deep package of reflectors identified over an along‐axis distance of 4 km
(with the top located at least 9.3 km) in SMOO 8 (Figures 5 and 8) is interpreted as due to magmatic
infiltrations in the lower brittle lithosphere which would correspond to samples of magmatically
impregnated peridotites (Paquet et al., 2016). Deeper magmatic lenses are inferred in the ductile
lithosphere. This localized system may serve as a source for the volcanic patches observed at
the seafloor.
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Australia‐Antarctica and West Iberia margins has been explained by slip along a single detachment fault
with the passive addition of magma along the fault (Gillard, Manatschal, & Autin, 2016); while at the
proto‐oceanic domain in the most distal part of the margins (the transition from the zone of exhumed con-
tinental mantle to unambiguous oceanic crust), short‐offset flip‐flop detachment faults are proposed to
develop at the final stages of rifting (Gillard et al., 2015; Gillard, Autin, & Manatschal, 2016; Reston &
McDermott, 2011). In the zone of exhumed continental mantle, locally reflective features above detachment
fault surfaces have been attributed to localized magmatic extrusives where short‐offset normal faults (over-
lying the main detachment fault) can serve as feeder systems for magma (Gillard et al., 2015).

The exhumed detachment fault surface at the Galicia margins is long inactive and mostly inaccessible. The
geology of this magma‐poor distal OCT domain is primarily inferred from ocean drilling. The interpretations
we propose for seismic reflectors formed in the context of nearly amagmatic oceanic accretion are, by con-
trast, based on robust geological evidence for the geometry and chronology of recent and active faults, and
for the interplays of these faults with incipient magmatism. Reflective features in a magma‐poor basement
may be acquired from a combined tectonic and magmatic activity where damaged zones become sites for
magma emplacement. Also, our interpretation of short‐offset normal faults playing a dual role of accommo-
dating some of the deformation in the hanging wall and serving as magmatic conduits channeling some of
the magma vertically and laterally to the seafloor can be used to examine the interpretation of some of these
reflectors in the OCT domains.

A study of three seismic transects near the Gulf of Aden, south of Oman in three adjacent segments encom-
passed the distal margin of the OCT and showed variability in rifted margin geometry, crustal thickness, and
magmatism over short distances (Leroy et al., 2010). For example, while the role of exhumation faulting is
thought to be common even in the magma‐rich segment investigated, the seismic signatures for this are
apparently elusive, yet the presence of dipping reflectors extending ~10 km southward beneath the foot of
a volcano has been attributed to magmatic underplating, a volcano‐sedimentary wedge or lava flows or sills
which intruded under the OCT ridge (Autin et al., 2010; Leroy et al., 2010). While these features are mostly
linked to a volcanic origin, their emplacement history, that is, whether they arose during postrift magmatic
activity or they were coeval with OCT ridge formation by detachment faulting are subject to uncertainties.
This disparity can be further assessed using some of the ideas we have discussed here, because we observed
reflectors beneath the inferred emergence of an inactive detachment fault projecting to seafloor where vol-
canic patches are apparent.

The emplacement history of the volcanics in the OCT ridge near the Gulf of Aden giving rise to the reflectors
can be assessed in the context of localized magmatic activity spread throughout the lifetime of exhumation
faulting and not necessarily due to a high magma influx near the end of rifting. Although our study did not
focus on volcanic terrains, we note that the dipping reflectors are prevalent where the overlying seafloor is
covered by volcanic patches, no matter how small. Therefore, if exhumation tectonics do occur in magma-
tically rich distal margins, the magmatic extrusives may exploit the detachment fault system for emplace-
ment which may be the reason why these features are reflective in the magma‐rich margin segment yet
less so in the magma‐poor segment as we also found in our results.

The subhorizontal reflectors of variable width have also been reported in the zone of exhumed continental
mantle in the Iberia‐Newfoundlandmargin and Australian‐Antarctic margin (Gillard, Autin, &Manatschal,
2016; Gillard, Manatschal, & Autin, 2016; Peron‐Pinvidic et al., 2010). These reflectors are normally inter-
preted in the context of passive addition of magma along the footwall of an active detachment fault; or when
the system is magmatically driven, as arising from a high influx of magma and sill injections which can be
locally reflective in a predominantly ultramafic basement (Gillard, Manatschal, & Autin, 2016). The study
which we have presented here can be used to assess the conditions of the ultramafic basement at final stages
of rifting before seafloor spreading in the context of the dipping and subhorizontal reflectors which we have
related to detachment faulting and the distribution of localized magmatic infiltrations in a two phase evolu-
tionary sequence in the hanging wall and footwall of the detachment fault.

Seismic reflection imaging of active detachment fault systems at mid‐ocean ridges, has by contrast, been
mostly elusive due to very little sediment cover and rough seafloor leading to scattering of seismic waves
and poor signal penetration (Canales et al., 2004). Despite these limitations, and in addition to the expedition
that acquired the data reported here, recent seismic reflection investigations of, for example, the Rainbow
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Massif located at a non‐transform discontinuity of the Mid‐Atlantic Ridge, imaged dipping reflectors asso-
ciated with strong lateral velocity variations which are attributed to alteration contacts, faulting or lithologic
boundaries associated with a detachment fault inferred to have terminated (Canales et al., 2017). This study
also imaged prominent packages of subhorizontal reflectors in the crust and uppermost mantle, interpreted
as magmatic sills, some of which are probably not fully crystallized and provide heat to the active Rainbow
black smokers (Canales et al., 2017). This area of theMAR is significantly moremagmatically active than our
eastern SWIR study area, yet there are similarities between these inferred sills and the less abundant and
more localized subhorizontal reflectors which we also interpret as sills.

5. Conclusions

The easternmost Southwest Indian Ridge near 64°E of longitude, represents a nearly amagmatic end‐
member in the global mid‐ocean ridge system. With corridors of seafloor exhibiting outcrops of serpenti-
nized peridotites on both diverging plates between more magmatically robust terranes, it affords a unique
opportunity to investigate the nature of the geophysical crust formed in this nearly amagmatic context
and to test the tectonic hypothesis proposed for this end‐member mode of seafloor spreading. These include
flip‐flop faulting, extensive alteration and incipient magmatism. The SISMOSMOOTH experiment provided
seismic reflection data which we have analyzed and discussed in this study, following an earlier paper that
focused on a narrow, on‐axis quasi‐3‐D seismic reflection acquisition (Momoh et al., 2017). Our new results
lead to the following main conclusions:

1. Damage zones characterize the active detachment fault system with dip ~50° in the uppermost 5 km. A
mature detachment fault system is associated with shallower dips (~25°) which may be the result of foot-
wall rotation after developing ~16 km of horizontal offset.

2. Reflectors in the ultramafic basement can be explained in a two‐phase evolutionary sequence that takes
place in two detachment fault cycles (Cannat et al., 2019). Phase one involves tectonic damage, serpenti-
nization, footwall flexure, and incipient magmatism in the footwall of one detachment fault. Phase two
involves further faulting, alteration, and magmatic infiltration in the hanging wall of the next detach-
ment fault. More highly reflective basement domains may likely be linked to more abundant magmatic
rocks in the ultramafic basement.

3. The geophysically defined crust is heterogeneous reflecting a tectonically damaged and serpentinized
ultramafic basement with localized intrusive magmatic bodies.
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